Abstract
Introduction

25
Land planning organizations, municipalities, disaster relief and environ- 
56
To extend our land development measures, we benefit from local features 57 in this study. They are extensively used for object recognition in pattern 58 recognition community. Recently, they have been used for urban region and 59 building detection in satellite images (Sırmaçek andÜnsalan, 2009 
where u = x cos ϕ + y sin ϕ and v = −xsinϕ + y cos ϕ. f is the frequency of 85 the complex exponential signal, ϕ is the direction of the Gabor filter, and σ g 86 is the scale parameter.
87
Gabor filtering can emphasize edge-oriented urban characteristics in satel- benefit from the real part of the Gabor filter response as:
where * stands for the two dimensional convolution operation. G ϕ (x, y) is 99 maximum for image regions having similar characteristics with the filter.
100
Therefore, we first search for the local maxima in 
To handle different images, we obtain α using Otsu's method
in an adaptive manner for each image separately.
107
Therefore, we also eliminate weak local maxima in future calculations.
108
To represent each local feature further, we assign a weight, w o , to it as fol-109 lows. We first threshold G ϕ (x, y) with α and obtain a binary image B ϕ (x, y).
110
In this image, pixels having value one correspond to strong responses. We We define a voting matrix based on extracted local features as follows.
132
We assume that, around each local feature there is a high possibility of an 
where σ k is the parameter for voting proximity for each local feature. For with its sequential images in time as follows. We calculate the specified land 152 development measure for each image in the sequence. We expect these mea-
153
sures to indicate development either by increasing or decreasing wrt. time.
154
Next, we introduce each novel land development measure. the maximum vote value as our third land development measure as:
Normalized Sum of Votes
171 m 2 = 1 N M N x=1 M y=1 V (x, y)(4)180 m 3 = max (x,y) V (x, y)(5)
Normalized Urban Area
181
We also measure the land development by extracting the possible urban 182 region in a given image. Our hypothesis is that, as the development increases 183 in a region, the urban region also grows there. At this point, the voting 184 matrix helps us to detect the possible urban region in a given satellite image. 
Normalized Sum of Votes in the Urban Region
199
We finally measure the development using the normalized sum of votes 
where the multiplication operation is on a pixel basis in Eqn. 7. Using this 
Experimental Results
213
We test our five novel land development measures and their fusion on 
Sample Results
225
To explain our land development measures, we pick two representative As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the fusion of land development measures correctly 237 indicates the development in both image sequences by increasing its value.
238
Therefore, we have a perfect performance on these two image sequences. On 
Overall Performance
245
We also test our five land development measures and their fusion on 19 246 urban regions. We obtain the overall performance of our measures in accor- 
255
We perform the same calculations for 19 construction zones separately and 256 obtain the overall error. We obtain the total correct sort value by subtract-257 ing the overall error from the total number of images (69 here). Finally, we 258 obtain the percentage of the total correct sort to the total number of images.
259
We indicate it as the average performance of the feature. better performance values. As we fuse all the measures, we obtain an 82.3% 265 performance. Therefore, we gain a 4% performance improvement after fusion. 
Comparison with the Previous Methods
267
In our previous graph theoretical land development measures, we ob-268 tained the best performance as 72.5% using one measure alone (Ünsalan, The next step in this study will be detecting specific changes in satellite 301 image sequences. 
